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Abstract
Health literacy means that people have specific knowledge, personal skills, and confidence, and
they can take action to improve individual ability to use the information to promote good health.
Limited health literacy is related to using preventive services, delaying diagnosis,
understanding the medical condition, following medical instructions, and self-management
skill. The elderly Chinese population is increasing rapidly. This article is a systematic review
use to identify the relevant factors of limited health literacy among older adults living in
mainland China. After searching and screening articles, there are seven articles included in this
systematic review. From this systematic review have found that many factors associated with
limited health literacy among older adults in China, and the factors involved in age, gender,
race, marital condition, education, income, former occupational, health behavior, cognitive,
chronic disease, and social support.
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1.Introduction
The Chinese population is aging rapidly. In 2018, China had 249 million older adults who are
over 60 years old, and the elderly accounting for 17.9% of the total population in China.
However, compared with the first time became an aging society of China in 1999, which of the
net increase of about 120 million older adults (Feng et al., 2019). In the next 25 years, the
proportion of people aged above 60 years in China will arrive at 28% (402 million) in
2040(Tiller et al., 2015a). The pace of older adults increased in China is faster than in many
other countries(Wang et al., 2017). The rate of increase in the elderly population compared to
other countries, such as Sweden had taken 85 years, and France had taken 115 years(WHO,
2015). The average life expectancy who birth in China from 44.6 years in 1950 and rise to
75.3 years in 2015, and it is expected to be about 80 years by 2050 (Nations, n.d.). By 2050,
the population of the age above 80 years will increase to 90.4 million and China will become
the world's largest population of the elderly age group(Department of Economic and Social
Affairs Population Division World Population Ageing 2013 United Nations • New York, 2013,
n.d.). The main problem related to the aging population is associated with the burden of chronic
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disease. As the population ages further, age-related diseases such as cardiovascular disease,
cancer, chronic respiratory diseases, musculoskeletal diseases, and mental disorders are likely
to increase (Prince et al., 2015). The burden of chronic disease is more likely to cause disability
than mortality, and disability requires long-term care costs. To improve older adults' ability to
prevent chronic diseases, it is necessary to enhance older adults' health literacy.
World Health Organization (WHO) defined health literacy as "cognitive and social skills that
determine the individual’s ability to understand and use information in ways which promote
and maintain good health" (Health promotion glossary, 1998; “WHO | The WHO Health
Promotion Glossary,” 2019). In previous studies have shown that lower health literacy levels
have unhealthy outcomes, such as frequent hospitalizations, and lower living quality (Geboers
et al., 2016). Limited health literacy is related to using preventive services, delaying diagnosis,
understanding the medical condition, following medical instructions, and selfmanagement(Leslie et al., 2019). Although estimates vary, lower health literacy of older adults
has predictor higher health care costs (Wolf et al., n.d.). Limited health literacy affects people's
health by restricting their personal, social, and cultural development, and hinders the
development of health literacy directly(Coman et al., 2020). Limited health literacy also affects
older adults' ability to get benefit from health care services. It is believed that health literacy
plays a crucial role in the development of chronic diseases and the risk of their mediation,
especially the disorders which closely related to social factors (Tiller et al., 2015b). Chronic
diseases need individuals to make significant decisions on daily life, so health literacy as an
essential factor leading to these diseases. Physical impairments of older adults, such as hearing
and vision loss also lead to a decline in the ability to process health information. Psychosocial
factors such as economic income and coping styles may hurt older adults understanding of
medical instruction (Leung et al., 2013). In the USA, there have at least 59% of older adult
access to health knowledge were difficult (Geboers et al., 2018). By improving the ability of
the elderly to obtain health information and use it effectively, health literacy is essential to
enhance people's ability to use health information on people's daily life.
There are no published systematic reviews regarding limited health literacy among older adults
living in mainland China. This systematic review identified the factors relevant to the limited
health literacy of the elderly living in mainland China.
2. Methods
2.1 Data sources and search strategy
The literature review of this systematic followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
review (Liberati et al., 2009). In this systematic review, we use the PRISMA flowchart (figure.1)
to describe the literature screening procedures (Shamseer et al., n.d.).
A series of databases in Medline, PubMed, Scopus were performed by two independent
researchers to search the articles. The articles were searched from Oct 2019 to April 2020. The
search results compared and merged to obtain information regarding a research question: What
are the factors relevant to the limited health literacy of older adults?
To retrieve studies, use the keywords to search the articles from the database were "health
literacy OR literacy, health" AND "factors OR factors associate with OR predictors OR
predicting factors" AND "elderly people OR older adults OR geriatric population OR senior
citizens" AND "Chinese OR China".
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2.2 Study inclusion criteria and study exclusion criteria
Screening articles according to the inclusion criteria are include the sample of adults who aged
above 60 years old and above; the participants had limited health literacy situation; the articles
analyzed the health literacy as an outcome variable and assessed the factors associated with
limited health literacy.
The exclusion criteria of selection articles include review/discussion articles, case studies, tool
development, and the theme of medical education studies and mental health literacy. Duplicate
studies were identified and removed through Mendeley 1.19.4.
2.3 Quality assessment
Two reviewers (GK and ZXY) independently assessed the articles in the database we had
chosen and following the inclusion criteria. Any disagreements were discussed and resolved by
the third reviewer (SMS). From the materials we had selected in this systematic review, we
extracted the instrument of measure health literacy, the characteristic of the samples, data
collection, and the results of the articles. There was no meta-analysis conducted in this
systematic review.
3.Result
3.1Flow of included studies
The number of 310 articles were selection from the database for this systematic review was
using the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Figure 1). One hundred thirty articles were excluded
according to the study time, population age, lack of health literacy measures, case studies,
health literacy instrument development, medical education studies, and mental health literacy.
In the remaining 34 articles, after full-text evaluation according to the inclusion criteria their
have seven articles remained. Study design, sample size, target population, data collection
method, the factors relevant to limited health literacy were selected from each of these studies
(Table 1).
3.2 Place of residence
All studies in this systematic review focused on Chinese elderly older adults' literacy. Although
all of the studies included in this systematic review were conducted in China, the study settings
were geographically diverse, including west part of China (Xin Jiang province)(Y. Liu et al.,
2015; Y.-B. Liu et al., 2018; Yong-Bing Liu et al., 2015), Southwest part of China (Sichuan
province) (Yang et al., 2019), east part of China (Jiangsu province)(Y. B. Liu et al., 2019),
Central part of China (Hunan province)(Qin & Xu, 2016), Chinese elderly migrate to other
countries (Chicago, USA)(Simon et al., 2014).

3.3 Study Characteristics
The sample size of these studies ranged from 412 to 3159 participants. Based on the data of the
included studies, a total of 10442 elderly older adults. The studies of all the participants in these
studies aged above 60 years and age ranged between 60 and 101 years. Most of the studies (n=6)
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included in this systematic review used a cross-sectional study design; only one was a cohort
study design.
3.4 Screening instruments for health literacy among older adults in China
Methods of health literacy measurement differed between studies and measured several
domains of health literacy. Five articles used Chinese Citizen Health Literacy Questionnaire,
one article used the questionnaire of health literacy of diabetes mellitus of the public in China
(QHLDMPC), and another one article used the Chinese version of the Rapid Estimate of Adult
Literacy in Medicine, Revised (REALM-R) test. Chinese citizen health literacy
questionnaire included four dimensions (belief, knowledge, behavior, and skill literacy);
QHLDMPC assessed diabetes-related knowledge, diabetes-related behavior, and the
acquisition and utilization of diabetes information; REALM-R test asked participants to read
11 items written in Chinese: Fat, Flu, Pill, Osteoporosis, Allergic, Jaundice, Anemia, Fatigue,
Directed, Colitis, and Constipation. Use these tools to test participants' health literacy, and
receiving a lower score were categorized as having a low literacy level.
3.5 Key factors relevant to limited health literacy of elderly Chinese people
All the studies we included have examined the factors associated with health literacy among
Chinese older adults. From table 1 found the articles characteristics on health literacy among
Chinese older adults. Seven articles are epidemiological studies that focused on the factors
associated with health literacy among Chinese older adults. The factors associated with health
literacy were summarized in table 2.
From table 2 found that age, gender, race, marital status, education, income, former occupation
as the demographic characteristics can affect health literacy among Chinese older adults. Health
behavior such as alcohol consumption, smoking, the activity of daily living (ADL), health
belief, physical exercise, health examination can influence the level of health literacy among
Chinese older adults. From this review have proved social support can provide elderly people
with a source of support include caring, health information receiving, and so on. Compare to
young people, older adults are more likely to suffer from chronic diseases. In the current review
found chronic disease as the main factors that influence limited health literacy among Chinese
older adults. Poor cognitive ability is related to poor health outcomes of chronic disease and
lower health literacy levels (O’Conor et al., 2019). Elderly people had poor medication
knowledge and disease awareness with low health literacy. One study in this review found that
elderly people with mild cognitive impairment have limited health literacy risks. Yong B. Liu
et al. found that mild cognitive impairment is an important factor influencing health literacy
level, and age-related cognitive function decline may act as an indicator for lower health
literacy for future health outcomes. Therefore, cognitive dysfunction can affect the health
literacy level of the Chinese elderly have examined in this study.
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Figure 1. Review flowchart.

Table 1. Characteristics of included studies.
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study site

Y ongbing L iu, et al. 2018

QinL ulu, et al. 2016

Y ongbing L iu,et al. 2019

Y ikai Y ang, et al.2019

study design

X injiang province cross-sectional

sample size Results

1.Health literacy level with chronic disease have
significant statistically (t=7.462, p<0.001)
1396 2.Health literacy was influenced by smoking
(t=10.851, p<0.001), alcohol consumption
(t=10.149, p<0.001), A DL (t=8.107,P=0.004).

factors associated with limited health
literacy among older adults

1. Chronic disease 2. A ctivity of Daily
L iving (A DL )
3.Smoking
4.A lcohol consumption

Y iyang city,Hunancross-sectional
province

1. Males had lower health literacy scores than
women (9.0 vs. 11.0, p<0.05).
2. The elderly health literacy scores were higher
in a stable marriage than those in unstable
marriages (10.0 vs. 9.0, p<0.05).
1.male
2.unstable marriages 3.not
3. Elderly individuals who had a higher
434
having a history of chronic disease 4.
education level can prevent diabetes better than
low educational level.
those elderly who had less than one year of
education (8.0 vs. 11.0 vs. 12.0, p<0.05).
4.The elderly health literacy scores associate
with the history of chronic disease (12.5 vs. 9.0,
p<0.05).

Jiangsu province cross-sectional

1.The elderly with normal cognitive function
had higher health literacy levels than those with
mild cognitive impairment (p < 0.05).
1.mild cognitive impairment 2.health
412 2. Basic health knowledge and mind, basic
knowledge,basic skills and health
skills, and healthy lifestyle and behavior were behavior
associated with mild cognitive impairment that
influences health literacy scores. (p <0.05).

Chengdu,
cross-sectional
Sichuan province

Social support was related to health outcomes
directly (ℬ =0.119, 95% CI: 0.041– 0.198).
2.Health literacy had direct associations with
992 social support (ℬ =0.327, 95% CI: 0.175–
0.479), and health literacy had a direct
association with productive aging (ℬ =0.676,
95% CI: 0.604–0.748).

Melissa A . Simon, et al.2014 Chicago, USA

corhot stydy

Y ongbing L iu, et al.2015

X injiang province cross-sectional

Y ongbing L iu, et al.2015

X injiang province cross-sectional

1. social support 2. productive aging

1. Males had higher health literacy scores on the
REA L M-R test than females (7.4 vs. 6.5, p <
.001).
2. Chinese elderly who had stayed in the United
3159,95%
States for less than ten years had higher health 1. gender.
of them do
literacy scores of REA L M-R scores than those 2.Immigration time.
not speak or
who have been in the United States for 11–20 3. education
read English
years, 21–30 years, and 31 years and over (7.2
vs. 6.9 vs. 6.6 vs. 6.8, p < .001) 3. Education
and health literacy had significantly statistics (r
= .56, p < .001).
1.education
2.race
1. health literacy was related to education, race,
3.former occupation
former occupation, household income, age, and
4. household income
marital status (P < 0.05).
1396
5.age
2. Health knowledge had the highest correlation
6.marital status
7.health
with health literacy scores (r=0.95), health belief
knowledge
correlated with health literacy scores (r=0.81)
8. health belief
9.health behavior
1. age
1. The health literacy score was significant with 2.gender
age, gender, race, education level, household
3.race
4. education level.
income, marital conditions, and former
5. household income
6. marital
1396 occupation (p < 0.001).
conditions 7.former occupation
2. The health literacy score was significant with 8. smoking
smoking, drinking, physical exercise, and health 9. drinking
examination (p < 0.001).
10. physical exercise
11. health examination.

Table 2. The factors associated with health literacy among older adults in Chinese people.
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4. Discussion
This review synthesized literature on the factors relevant to the limited health literacy of
Chinese elderly people. Across the studies included in this systematic review, there was one
cohort study and six cross-sectional studies. The variables associated with health literacy were
evaluated in this review included age, gender, race, marital condition, education, income,
former occupation, health behavior, health belief, physical health, alcohol consumption,
smoking, BMI, activity of daily life (ADL), health examination, physical exercise, chronic
disease, cognitive, social support, productive aging, immigration time.
Different gender has different health literacy level in this studies review; one article in this
review included found females had higher diabetes health literacy than males, and two articles
recognized males had higher health literacy scores than females. This inconsistency is also
found in the studies conducted in Korean (Lee et al., 2015). The higher health literacy of female
than male may be associated with female's traditional role need take care of the sick family
members in the family, and woman pays more attention to a health system that has more
chances to learn health knowledge and thus resulting woman have higher health literacy levels
than those of men. The higher health literacy of male than female may be associated with
females would occur more depressive symptoms and chronic diseases than males, a previous
research report that females have more health issues, and they need to use higher medical
service utilization than males(Wenjuan et al., 2019). In general, females had lower
socioeconomic and health status than males, and the income as a factor may affect women's
mood in daily life. However, previous studies also have recognized men have more depressive
symptoms than women(Ko et al., 2019). Therefore, the gap between females and males in
health literacy according to the national background, access to health information, and styles
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of cope with health issues factors. Education means people can get more knowledge and skills.
The most consistent studies collected the association between health literacy and education.
Similarity from these articles include in this review, elderly who have a higher education level
would have a higher health literacy level. That is because elderly people who have higher
education could improve them to judge health information and makes them have a good health
outcome (Xie et al., 2019).
Income and former occupation as a part of the factor affect the health literacy of elderly Chinese
people have been highlighted in two studies of this review. The health literacy was effect by
income status, as well as good income have a higher health literacy score, and poor income
have a lower health literacy level; this is also consistent with other studies(Todorovic et al.,
2019). The different former occupational types of elderly people would have different health
behavior modification. For example, the elderly who worked in the public institution before the
age of 60 was 39.5% lower than those who worked as commercial, service or industrial staff
before the age of 60; the elderly people who worked in agricultural before the age of 60 is
notably higher than those who worked in commercial, service, or industrial jobs before the age
of 60 (Feng et al., 2019). The analysis of these articles included in this review proved that
former occupational could affect the health behaviors of the elderly Chinese people, and the
elderly people's health behavior can affect health literacy levels. Therefore, the former
occupational can affect elderly people's health literacy level.
Health literacy levels were related to health behaviors in the current review. Health behaviors
include alcohol consumption, smoking, and do exercise of people's behavior in daily life.
Health behaviors determined the health outcome of elderly people. The current review indicates
that Chinese elderly people need to conduct various forms of health education by improving
self-discipline on their health behaviors. Family members and friends should discover the
unhealthy behavior of elderly people in daily life and urge them to modify unhealthy behaviors.
Health literacy was related to social support in the current review. Social support refers to "the
support from family members, friends, and others that make people have good psychological,
physical, financial, or other kinds of help" (Amoah, 2019). In the articles that we included in
this review, social support with a positive effect on health, but inappropriate social support also
can generate adverse effects on health outcomes. For example, inappropriate social support also
can add more unreasonable pressure and provide misinformation to people that lead
psychological distress to the elderly. Therefore, social support is an important factor for the
health literacy level of elderly Chinese people.
In this review has demonstrated that health literacy level was correlated with chronic disease.
Up to 80% of USA elderly adults have at least one chronic disease and have a higher
comorbidity rate of them (Findley, 2015). If elderly people have a chronic disease that will
affect people's quality of life and will increase healthcare costs. To prevent complications of
elderly people, health literacy as an important factor for self-care, which need sufficient health
knowledge to manage their chronic diseases (Kim & Youn, 2015). For the management of
chronic diseases, nearly 50% of patients cannot follow medical instructions (Miller, 2016). To
improve their skills to cope with chronic disease, elderly people need to understand the health
information related to their diseases. This understanding of medical instruction was necessary
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for them to generate beliefs and build appropriate health behaviors to improve their health
outcomes.
Limited health literacy linked with infrequent health examination, delays in diagnoses, cannot
follow medical instructions, inadequate self-management skills (Wolf et al., 2010). On-time
physical examination also requires a good cognitive state. Health literacy level is related to
cognitive function and is determined by the individual's ability to access health information
(Oliveira et al., 2019). The current review found that mild cognitive impairment may be
correlated with the low health literacy level of elderly Chinese people.
5. Conclusion
This article is a systematic review was conducted to find the factors associated with health
literacy among Chinese older adults. The aims of this systematic review was summarize the
existing articles from some database and found the factors associated with limited health
literacy of elderly Chinese people. After screening and looking for eligible articles based on the
inclusion criteria that have seven articles included in this systematic review. From this research
found that there were many factors that affect the health literacy level of elderly Chinese people,
and the factors involved in age, gender, race, marital condition, education, income, former
occupation, health behavior, health belief, physical health, alcohol consumption, smoking, BMI,
activity of daily life (ADL), health examination, physical exercise, chronic disease, cognitive,
social support, productive aging, immigration time.
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